This paper presents a method of translating natural language specifications of communication protocols into algebraic specifications. Such a natural language specification specifies action sequences performed by the protocol machine (program). Usually, a sentence implicitly specifies the state of the protocol machine at which the described actions should be performed. A method of analyzing the implicitly specified states of the protocol machine is proposed taking the OS1 session protocol specification (265 sentences) as an example. The method uses the following properties: (a) syntactic properties of a natural language (English in this paper); (b) syntactic properties introduced by the target algebraic specifications, e.g., subtype relations; (c) properties of a data type, e.g., properties of timer. This paper also shows the result of applying this method to the main part of the OS1 session protocol specification (29 paragraphs, 98 sentences). For 95 sentences, the translation system uniquely determines the states specified implicitly by those sentences, using only (a) and (b) described above. By using (c) in addition, each implicitly specified state in the remaining three sentences is uniquely determined.
Introduction
In a software development process, informal requirements and/or specifications are often written in a natural language since they are readable and the intuitive meanings are understandable. However, it is desirable that such an informal specification is translated into a formal specification so that one can analyze the informal specification, reduce its ambiguity, and derive an efficient program which satisfies the specification.
Among various formal specification methods we adopted algebraic specification methods [2, 31. We have designed an algebraic specification language called ASL and implemented a program development environment [14]. The environment consists of a system which t t Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Nara Nara 630 Japan translates natural language specifications into ASL specifications and an integrated system for ASL which provides (a) various verification supports (e.g., a KnuthBendix completion procedure [7] ), (b) a graphical interpreterldebugger and (c) a compiler for two subclasses of ASL, called ASLF 191 and ASL/ASM [6, 111; An object program can be executed fairly efficiently by call-by-need computation [8] . Moreover, standard verification techniques for algebraic specifications can be used to verify ASL specifications. For example, when one verifies invariants by using structural induction, Knuth-Bendix algorithm is useful to verify the inductive step by term rewriting. We have also studied how to handle parallelism. For algebraic specifications of communicating (parallel) systems, some safety properties such as deadlock freeness are verified [5, 61. In our method, each sentence (or sequence of sentences) of a natural language specification is translated into an algebraic axiom. The syntax and semantics of words are defined by parsing rules for a natural language and algebraic axioms respectively, and stored in the dictionary.
Main difficulty in the translation lies in many kinds of incompleteness of natural language specification [4, 131. Balzer [ l ] classifies such incompleteness into partial sequencing, missing operand, incomplete reference and scope of conditionals. In our method, the problem of reducing such incompleteness is considered as the one of analyzing parameters specified implicitly in a natural language specification. Especially, in a specification such as a protocol specification, a sentence often specifies an action which the program (or protocol machine) should perform, and as illustrated in the following example, the implicitly specified parameter of the sentence is the state of the protocol machine (called the situation in this paper) at which the described action should be performed. (E2) If Vsc is false, V(A) is set equal to V(M). The protocol machine should perform the action specified by (E2) at the situation immediately after it performs the action specified by (El). However, sentence (E2) does not specify explicitly when the action shouldbe performed, i.e., the situation at which the action should be performed is
0
We adopt the part which defines valid sequences of operations of the protocol machine in [ 101 (265 sentences) as an example, and propose a method of analyzing the implicitly specified parameters.
For a phrase PH (or clause or sentence), define the presituation of PH, denoted pre[PH], as the situation at which the action specified by PH should be performed, and define the post-situation of PH, denoted post [PH] , as the one immediately after the action is performed. For example, the pre-situation of (E2) is equal to the post-situation of (El). The pre-/post-situations are also defined for a paragraph (i.e., a sequence of sentences).
In general, the pre-situation of a phrase PH is not necessarily equal to the post-situation of the phrase written immediately before PH in the specification. The proposed method analyzes pre-/post-situations based on: 2, where we use axioms which define properties of timer and reduce the ambiguity in context analysis). In [l] , to reduce the incompleteness, some heuristics about context are proposed, e.g., to reduce the ambiguity in scope of conditionals, the authors use heuristics that, for each case of conditionals, there exists an input data which makes the case true. Our method analyzes the implicitly specified parameters by using properties (a) through (c) above in the formal setting of algebraic specifications. considered as an implicitly specified parameter.
Overview of analysis and translation

Algebraic specification language ASL
In standard algebraic specification languages, the syntax of expressions (terms) is restricted to the prefix notation such as f(s(O),c), and the semantics is the least congruence relation that satisfies all the axioms in the specification. In ASL, the syntax of expressions can be defined by a context-free grammar. A congruence relation is defined on any context-free language L based on the syntax of L.
Formally, an specification in ASL [ 1 13 is a pair SPEC = (G, A X ) of a context-free grammar G and a set A X of ax- For example, consider the following productions (1) through (3) and axiom (4): 
Overview of the translation method
A paragraph is a sequence of sentences. In this paper, it is assumed that a natural language specification is a set of paragraphs and there exists no contextual dependency between distinct paragraphs. A paragraph in a natural language specification SPECN is translated into an algebraic axiom as follows: Sentence analysis (Section 3); Each sentence S in a given paragraph is parsed and the parse tree for S is constructed. Each node of the tree is labeled with a C-structure, which represents information necessary to translate the paragraph into an axiom. A C-structure is a set of pairs of a feature and its value as is a category in HPSG [ 
121.
Context analysis; A. Anaphonc binding and quantifier scopings are ana-B. Implicitly specified parameters are analyzed (Section 4). The result of the analysis is represented by a digraph called an S-dependency graph. Axiom generation; For each paragraph, an axiom is generated from the S-dependency graph of the paragraph lyzed.
and the C-structures of the phrases which appear in the Moreover, a sub-specification which defines the syntax and semantics of the words used in SPECN is constructed from the dictionary.
In a protocol specification, pre-/post-situations are often specified implicitly as mentioned in Section 1. Since each situation can be expressed as a sequence of actions performed so far by the protocol machine, it will be expressed by an expression of type Seqpvent]. 
then set-equal-to(Va, Vm(S2), 52,s:)
We use S1, S2,. . . as variables to denote pre-situations and Si, $,. . . as variables to denote post-situations.
In the above formula, SPDU is a data type which denotes data units transmitted and received by protocol machines, and SSprm is a data type which denotes service primitives.
Subformulas 0 1 ) and (T2) correspond to sentences (El) and (E2) respectively. (RI-2) states that the pre-situation of (E2) is equal to the post-situation of (El), where "=" is an equality predicate which takes two arguments of type SeqEvent]. Intuitive meanings of some subexpressions in the formula are as follows:
ZI has a valid data format. 0 MAP&): Z1 is a data unit MAP. 0 receive(51, SI, S: ) : At situation S1, the event "receipt of 51'' is allowed to occur and the situation immediately after the event is 87.
0 send(&, S y , Si): At situation Sy, the event "sending z2" should occur and the situation immediately after the event is si. 
Session protocol specification
As a specific translation example, we concentrate on the main part of the OS1 session protocol specification [lo], denoted SPECOSI in the rest of the paper. A session protocol machine (SPM for short) is an abstract machine that provides the session services to a user in the upper layer (called an SS-user). The SPM communicates with the SS-user by means of the service primitives. Service primitives will cause or be the result of session protocol data unit (SPDU) exchanges between the peer SPMs.
Since sentences in SPECosI often specify events performed by the SPM, it is a good example for analyzing pre-/post-situations as implicitly specified parameters.
In SPECOSI, there are 98 sentences, which form 29 paragraphs; The number of the different words is 251 and each sentence consists of 5 to 50 words (the mean is about 15). Table 1 shows two paragraphs in SPECOSI. A noun phrase between brackets is treated as a single word in this paper since it is a term defined within the OS1 specifications. We will use abbreviations such as "RF" for "REFUSE SPDU" or "SCONrsp-" for "S-CONNECT (reject) response," according to the abbreviations defined in the OS1 specifications.
Construction of I-structures
Definition of I-structures
In this section, we introduce an I-structure, which represents local information on a phrase or sentence.
First, we define a C-structure. A C-structure is a finite set of pairs of a feature and its value such that for any two pairs ( f l , vl) and (f2, v2) in the set, if f1 = f2 then v1 = v2. A feature value is either an atomic value (e.g., an integer or Boolean value), a C-structure (recursively), a set of Cstructures or a sequence of C-structures. For a C-structure C, C. f is v if ( f , v ) E C , and undefined otherwise. A C-structure { ( f l , V I ) , (f2,v2), . . . , (f,, v,) } is denoted by 1 ; ; p j fn 21, .
An I-structure is a parse tree each node of which is labeled with a C-structure. The I-structure of a word is defined and stored as (a part of) the lexical item in the dictionary (see Figure l) , and the I-structure of a phrase or sentence is constructed in a bottom-up manner. For a phrase (or sentence) PH, let CR[PHI denote the C-structure which is the label of the root of the I-structure of PH.
In the rest of this section, the features relevant to the following discussions are introduced.
Features pre, post and event
The values of features pre and post are the pre-and postsituations of a phrase (or sentence) respectively. When the I-structure of a sentence S is constructed, the pre-situation of each sub-phrase specifying an action is represented as a value relative to the pre-situation of the whole sentence S . That is, the pre-situation of each sub-phrase of S is denoted as s . e . . . e,, where s is the pre-situation of S and ei (1 5 i 5 n) is an event.
The value of feature event of a C-structure C is e-such that s' = s . esq, where s = C.pre and s' = C.post.
Features trans and type
The value of feature trans is an expression which represents the meaning of the phrase (or sentence) in terms of ASL. Let C = CR[PH] for some phrase PH which specifies actions. Then, C.pre, C.post, C.event and C.trans are related as follows (see also Example 2): 1. If C.event is an incoming event (e.g., receipt of a dataor expiration of a timer), C. trans represents that C.event is allowed to occur at situation C.pre and the situation immediately after it occurs is C.post. The value of feature type is the data type of the value of feature trans. The value of type is used to select candidates of the antecedent of an anaphoric phrase.
Features subcat and args
Let PHO be a phrase (or sentence). The value of feature subcat in CR[PHo] consists of a sequence of C-structures. Each C-structure of its value represents necessary conditions for a phrase PH to be a sub-phrase (e.g., the subject or object) of PHo. The value of feature args in CR[PHo] also consists of a sequence of C-structures. Each C-structure of its value represents information on the actually given subphrase of PHo. For example, see the I-structure of "results" for phrase "results in" in Figure 1 . We note that "A results in B" always means "on receipt of data A, the SPM should transmit data B" in SPECOSI. Consider the second C-structures (which correspond to the subject) of subcat and args. The value of type of that of subcat requires that the data type of the subject should be Data. On the other hand, the value of trans of that of args, receive(fl, 3, 3"), represents receipt of jil, a data indicated by the subject, at the pre-situation S. Thus, phrase "an SCONrsp-," for example, indicates receipt of an SCONrsp-at situation 5 if it appears in the subject position of "results in."
Let PH be a sub-phrase of a sentence S. We 
Context analysis
S-dependency g r a p h
For a paragraph P, we &fine the S-dependency graph G = (V, E) of P, which is a digraph to represent the relation among the pre-/post-situations of the phrases in P as follows: 1. V has a one-to-one correspondence to {CS [ 
Analysis of S-dependency among sentences
In this section, we formulate properties of S-dependency among sentences in a paragraph as properties of the Sdependency graph of the paragraph. Hereafter, we say "sentence S2 S-depends on sentence SI'' when pre[S2] = post[Pffl for some sub-phrase PH of SI.
First, since the sentences in a paragraph specify action sequences of the protocol machine, it is inferred that each sentence except the first one S-depends on at least one sentence written before it, and each sentence does not S-depend on any sentence after it. Therefore, an Sdependency graph is to satisfy the following property.
Property 1: An S-dependency graph is acyclic and has exactly one no& without incoming arcs (this node is called the root). The root corresponds to the pre-situation of the paragraph. 
(E4) V(M) is incremented by one.
(E5) Otherwise the SPM starts the timer, TIM, and waits
The word "otherwise" in (E5) is associated with the word "if' in (E3), which is the closest "if" to the "otherwise"
for a T-DISCONNECT indication.
before it. Therefore (E3) and (E5) are conditionals under the same situation.
0
Property 2: For any conditional sentences associated with each other in the above sense, the pre-situations of these sentences correspond to the same node in the S-dependency graph.
Moreover, we show that anaphoric binding refines on our analysis of S-dependency. From the definition, if there exists an arc from v1 to 212 in a reduced S-dependency graph, the sentence whose presituation corresponds to v2 S-depends on the one whose pre-situation corresponds to vl. Property 3: Let S be a sentence with an anaphoric phrase PH in it, and v be the node of the reduced S-dependency graph G' which corresponds to pre[Sl. Then, on every path from the root to v, there exists at least one node which corresponds to the pre-situation of the sentence including the antecedent of PH. Such an anaphoric phrase as "the former" or "the latter" can give discontinuous structure to S-dependency among sentences. On the other hand, one can specify explicitly that a sentence S-depends only on the previous sentence by such a phrase as "then" or "in this case." When such phrases -(S4). Therefore (S6) S-depends only on (S5).
do not appear, it is probable that S-dependency among sentences has continuous structure. In this case, the reduced S-dependency graph satisfies the following property. Property 4: Let G' be the reduced S-dependency graph of a paragraph. Suppose that a sentence S1 precedes a sentence S2 in the paragraph. Let v1 and v2 be nodes in G' corresponding to the pre-situations of S1 and S2 respectively. Then the following 1 or 2 holds. 1. vl is an ancestor of 02. 2. v1 and 212 are not in the ancestor-descendent relation.
Suppose p l and p2 are arbitrary paths from the root T to vl and from T to v2 respectively. Let q be the longest common prefix of pl and p2, and let pl = qp; and p2 = qpi. Then, every sentence whose pre-situation corresponds to anode on pi is always before every sentence whose pre-situation corresponds to a node on p: in the Using these properties, S-dependency among sentences of SPECos1 (29 paragraphs, 98 sentences) has been analyzed by the translation system. For 95 sentences, the Sdependency is determined uniquely and correctly (see Section 5.2).
paragraph. 
Analysis of S-dependency among phrases
Suppose that sentence S2 S-depends on SI. Example 6 illustrates that pre[S~] is not always equal to post[S1].
Example 6: Consider (Sl) and (S2) in paragraph rl of Table l . (S2) S-depends on (Sl). In these sentences, phrases (or sentences) which specify a single action are PHI = "an S-COMVECT (reject) response," PH2 = "a REFUSE SPDU," PH3 = "this SPDU is sent on the transport normal flow," and "this SPDU" in PH3 refers to PH2. That is, PH3 specifies the flow ("the transport normal flow") to refine on the event "output of a REFUSE SPDU" indicated by PH2. Therefore pre[PH3] (i.e., the pre-situation of (S2)) is not 0 Some phrases may refine on an already stated event as this example, and we use unification defined below to analyze S-dependency among phrases.
Suppose that a partial order 5 is defined over the set of function symbols. We mean by f l 5 f 2 that f1 is more "limited" than f 2 . Unification of f l and f2, denoted f , A f2, is the greatest lower bound with respect to 5 . We extend A as an operation over the set of expressions. Intuitively, tl A t2 has exactly the common information which both tl and t 2 have.
Suppose that sentence S 2 S-depends on sentence S1. If there are phrases PHI in SI and PHz in S2 which specify actions and satisfy Condition 1 stated below, then it is post[(S2)1 (= post[PH21) but pre [PH~l. possible that the action specified by PH2 is equal to that specified by PHI. Otherwise, we select post[S1] as the first candidate of prelS21. In SPECOSI, all of the first candidates selected in this way are correct. Condition 1: The value of Cl .eventAC,.event is defined, 0 Example 7: Consider again sentences (S 1) and (S2) in Example 6. Let 32 be a variable denoting "a REFUSE SPDU," TNF be an expression denoting "the transport normal flow," and out(d, f ) be an expression denoting the event "sending a data unit d on the flow f . " Then, the expression exp, which denotes the event indicated by PH2 is where variable 5 3 represents that the second argument of out is unknown. On the other hand, the expression exp, which denotes the event indicated by PH3 is since "this SPDU" refers to "a REFUSE SPDU." From Eqs. (5) 
Translation example
According to the proposed translation method, we have implemented a translation system, which is written in Prolog and C, on DECstation 3100. SPECOSI was translated with this system, and the CPU time needed for the translation was about 750 second. In this section, the result of applying this translation method to SPECOSI is reviewed.
Ambiguity of anaphoric binding
Example 6 shows that anaphoric binding may refine on our analysis of Sdependency. On the other hand, for an anaphoric phrase, we can remove those candidates of its antecedents which do not meet Condition 1. Example 8: Consider the following paragraph:
(E9) A valid incoming ABORT SPDU results in sending an ABORT ACCEPT SPDU. (E10) This SPDU is sent on the transport normal flow. Here, "this SPDU' refers to either "a valid incoming ABORT SPDU" or "an ABORT ACCEPT SPDU." Therefore sentence (E10) refines on an already stated event (see Example 6). Assume that "this SPDU" refers to "a valid incoming ABORT SPDU." Let f l be a variable denoting "an ABORT SPDU." The expression denoting the event indicated by "a valid incoming ABORT SPDU" is since it is the subject of "results in" (see Figure 1 and Section 3.4). Moreover, the expression denoting the event indicated by sentence (E10) is in(% ),
out(21, TNF), Figure 2 : Ambiguity of S-dependency since "this SPDU" is the subject of "is sent." Eqs. (7) and (8) do not meet Condition 1 stated in Section 4.3, and therefore "a valid incoming ABORT SPDU' can not be the antecedent of "this SPDU." c l
Ambiguity of S-dependency among sentences
The properties discussed in Section 4.2 are syntactic properties of English. We have analyzed S-dependency among sentences of SPECosl by using only these properties, and there are three sentences the pre-situations of which can not be determined uniquely. For these three sentences, the reason why the S-dependency can not be uniquely determined is the same. Example 9 illustrates one of these three sentences. Consider a property of timer: "Cancellation of a timer makes sense only if the timer is on." Then, we can conclude that (S6) and (S7) are associated with each other and pre[(S7)] = pre[(S6)]. That is, ambiguity of S-dependency among sentences can be reduced by considering properties specific to the problem domain of the specification. In Example 10 stated below, we introduce a predicate VALID(s) denoting the requirement for any situation s to meet, which reflects properties of the domain. These properties are represented by axioms. These axioms are added to the set of axioms derived from the natural language specification to reduce the ambiguity of the S-dependency. Table 2 illustrates the axioms obtained from (S6) and (S7), where expire and cancel denote the events "expiration of the timer" and "cancellation of the timer" respectively, and out(TD1Sreq) and in(TD1Sind) denote the events "output of a T-DISCONNECT request" and "input of a T- DISCONNECT indication" respectively. Table 3 shows the axioms claiming that every situation must be "valid." Table 4 shows axioms on properties of timer, where timer-on(s) is a predicate which is true iff the timer is on at situation s, and 3 is a variable of type Seq [Event] . Axiom (A9) claims "the timer is off immediately after the timer expires," ( A l l ) and (A12) claim "neither iniTDISind) nor out(TD1Sreq) affects the state of the timer," and (A14) implies "the situation immediately after the timer is cancelled is valid only if the timer is on at the situation immediately before the timer is cancelled." Table 5 illustrates axioms on primitive data types. The ambiguity of S-dependency is reduced by using these axioms.
VALID(^:' . cancel) z true,
VALID&') A timer-on(s:) = true.
timer-on(sy) = true, timer-on(s7) true.
First, from (A4) and (A7), and from (A14), Moreover, from (A8) and (A22), and hence from (A3) and (A1 I),
On the other hand, from (AI 2) and (A9), timer-on(3 . expire out(TD1Sreq)) zi false, and hence from (AI) and (A2),
Hence, from (A16), (9) and (lo), timer-on(sk) z false.
(10)
timer-on(s7) = timer-on(sk) 3 false.
(1 I) 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method of translating a natural language specification in which sentences have implicitly specified parameters into an algebraic specification. We also presented the result of applying this translation method to the main part of the OS1 session protocol specification.
For a given natural language specification SPECN which specifies action sequences performed by a program, requirements engineers could use our translation method for the purposes of 1. determining the implicitly specified parameters as automatically as possible, which usually exist in a specification of this kind; 2. detecting and correcting errors, if any, in SPECN since the derived algebraic specification can be checked formally (mechanically); 3. applying rapid prototyping techniques to SPECN. In order to translate a natural language specification from another domain, the parsing rules and dictionary must be augmented. For example, to translate SPECoSl, the augmentation of parsing rules had been completed when about 30% of SPECOSI was parsed successfully.
